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§ I Introduction. 
In these days ,vhen classical Scholars are bestowing 
.deserved attention on the Grreco-Indian problem *, and are 
proving the indebtedness of either the one country 
or the other, it may not be amiss to do a little side-
work and consider the close similarities of the Greek 
and Sanskrit languages. The Greeco-Indian problem is 
a matter of peculiar interest. The striking similarities of 
the pre-Socratic cosmogonies of Greece and the PauraI).ic 
COsll1ogonies of India, of N eo-Platonic mysticism and 
Yogic ecstasy, of the legend-c.onceptions in the Iliad and 
the RamayaI).a, of astronomical names and conceptions 
like Jamitra and 8t~JJ.€TPOl!, and in general the analogies 
of sculpture and dramaturgy in Greece and Illdia--all 
these and more have turned the attention of classical 
Scholars to the question of 'priority' in all these depart-
ments of human activity. ,rarious theories have been 
advanced to pro ve the indebtedness ot either the one coun-
try or the other. In our present Essay, how'ever, \ve are 
itnmediately concerned \vith the very close resemblance 
existing bet\veen the t\VO noblest languages of the world-
,Greek and Sanskrit. We shall notice tltis especially in 
this Essay, leaving the problem of philosophical resem-
blance to some future date. 
• I refer to su~h valuable attempts as Prof. H. G. Raulinaon's forth-~oming 
book on "The Intercourse between India and the Western world" published by 
-Oxford University Prea,. 
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Indeed, there have been enthusiasts even here, cer-· 
tain critics maintaining that the Sanskirt language 
"surpasses the Greek in all those perfections o£ form which 
have been hitherto considered the exclusive property of 
the latter)' (Bopp), others holding that Sanskrit does but 
lljake poor sho,,~ in c0111parisoll with Greek and going 
even to the length of saying that it is an un\vorthy 
H forgery " of the Greek language (Dugul<1 Stewart). 'fo 
both we ans,,~er that the w'orth of a language is not to be 
judged from the 111Uny granllllatical H forms " ,,~hich it can 
keep in service, but £rolll the literature it embodies. It 
is merely adluiring the rind, and not the kernel, to say 
that such and such a language can comnland such a 
lengthy list of £ornls. It is the soul and not the body 
which is \vorth lo\"ing, and he luust be a poor adlui rer 
who loves the graces of the body, and not the beauty of 
the soul. 
Aud considered froln the point of view of literature, 
it is very difficult to say ,yhich of the Literatures bears 
away the paltll. That is a question \yhich I leave to lllore 
COlnpetent critics to decide. I shall be here directly 
concerned ,,-ith the extremely close resen1blances to-
Sanskrit language \vhich can be observed even in a partial 
study ef Greek. It is not \yithout significance that \vhen 
Western Scholars first began the study of Sanskrit, they 
should have deemed that an entirely ne\v and unoccupied 
field had opened up before them; and it is to the European 
study of Sanskrit that the orjgin of Comparative Philology 
is to be traced. Indian Scholars, on the other side, IHay 
have the SUlne kind of feeling \yhen they begin the study 
of the Greek language and it is their duty to contribute 
th~ir quota to the study of Compalative Philology. Indeed, 
Philology has been generally supposed by people to be a 
subject almost as dry as dust; and as l11uch of this censure 
is due to their own ignorance of other languages than 
their own, as to the usual habit of Philologers of not 
clothing their thoughts in flesh and blood. I shal1, there. 
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fore, try to place before 111Y readers as clearly and simply 
as possible the lllauy points of resenlblance betv:een the 
t\VO Languages; but I cannot help feeling that in the 
present attempt I may not be able to enlist the sympathies 
of those Greek Scholars \vho do not or \",ill not learn 
Sanskrit, and also of those Sanskrit scholars who do not or 
:will not learn Greek. 
:\'1y apology for this Es~ay is that, in the first place 
·-v{hen so 111uch labour has been spent on sho\ving the 
resemblances of Greek and Latin, comparatively little has 
-been done to sho\v the not less 'wonderful reselnblances 
of Greek and Sanskrit. In the second place, though the 
problelll of Conunon l?.oots has been handled ably in such 
books as Baly's Eur-Aryan Roots, not much has been 
~done to note the points of Grallllnar. 'fhirdly, there is no 
concise statelnent of the resenlblances of Greek and Sans-
krit. Bopp has intermixed reflections on so many other 
languages, that a scholar \vho \vants to note the resembla-
nces o£Greek and Sanskrit only, does not know the wood 
for the trees in Bopp. I thought therefore that a, concise 
and clear statement of the salient points might interest 
both Greek and Sanskrit scholars. I may add that the 
essay is based on an independent study of the languages. 
Indian Scholars have been standing too much on other 
people's legs, especially ou the legs of Germans. And 
.an independent way of thinking \vill give the needed 
corrective to the there-is-a-lion-in-the-path policy of 
Indians. 
I will luake one or t\VO Ill-Ore relnarks before I COIl16 
to the sUbject proper. I have throughout used the Greek 
-and Devanagari characters instead of the usual Roman. It 
is as bad a policy to print DC7.Ia.nagari in Roman charac-
ters as, for example, to write Greek in Roman characters 
(which is, by the \vay,sonletimes d)ne by printers £orwant 
of type). If European scholars cannot read Devanagari 
fluently, why, they lllU3t cultivate the habit of reading 
the salne. Do not Indian scholars at first find it difficult 
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to read the German or the Greek alphabet? European. 
scholars must pay the pirce of learning a new alphabet, 
before they begin the study of a language. The second 
remark that I wish to make is that it is only the Classical' 
Sanskrit Grammar that is being mainly compared in 
this Essay with the Greek and not the Vedic Grammar 
(except in the treatment of accents, which donot exist 
in classical Sanskrit). The ,r edic Gralnmar was only a 
Grarnmar in the lnaking; and ,ve cannot compare the 
established forms of Greek \vith those of a Gramluar 
\vhich was only in the making. 
§ 2 Alphabet. 
The alphabets of the two languages lnay be set. 
forth in the following comparative scheme :-
ar 3fr {t \i .3> ~ ift ~ ~ IT q- 3{T ~r 3f at; 
£Xl O,W, QV, .... ' 
::r) ~ U' ~ if" } '. 
I( X Y Y 
~ tf "if iij" ;:r } '. ( 
;r ~ ; ~ Of. } '. 
T g 8 v 
?f ~..{ ~ q PI' } '. Same as above 
II q; if. +( Jf, } 
',f cp ,d lA 
;I \, 
" 
Of, ~ ~ ~ ::1t .. 
.. p X F (J" ~ 
ii'i. P.{ if .. 
. . e .. 
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The four Sanskrit vowels ~ SIt {{ ~ appear in no 
other language, for the simple fact that they are not 
needed. Speaking from the purely utilitaria.n point 6£ 
view, their place can well be taken by ~ and ~ res· 
pectively. Every European kno\vs by experience how 
hard it is for him to accustom hirnself to the pronuncia-
tion of these strange vowels. Hence, it is meet that they 
do not appe~r in Greek. 
it and a# ought to be lllerely diphthongs as they are 
treated in Greek, and not pure voweles . 
.m can be rendered into Greek by 0 or w, but more 
properly by the latter; and there is no vowel sound 
corresponding to the 0 in Sanskrit. 
3{ and 3i : are no vo\vels at all, and are not recognised 
by Pal)ini; their places can be taken by the nasal and the 
aspirate respectively. 
Alnong the consonants, it luay be noticed that there 
is no consonant in Greek except the !=~, to take the 
place of the soft aspirates in Sanskrit viz. ii{, ~: ~ \;-t, .~ 
In Greek, no difference is nlade between the dentals 
and the linguaIs and they are fused together. 
It n1ay be noticed that y before le, y, X or t cor-
responds to the Sanskrit s. 
No palatal exists in Greek except the r. 
In Greek, there are ne semi-vowels ans\yering to the 
Sanskrit ~'=§!' ,!!~, and the double consonant~. The 
Digamma of Greek (F) corresponds to the Sanskrit;:r, the 
aspirate breathing ~ does the work of i5~ The double 
consonant t ( = I( + IT) is exactly the ~ .. ( ~ + tr) of 
sanskrit. And though there is no conjunct consonant in 
Greek for ~ it has got a ",", for \vhich, except a coinable: 
et(, there is no recognised conjunct consonant in Sanskrit. 
One may notice by comparing the t,vo sets of alpha-
bets, how very near the Greek alphabet is to the 
Sanskrit, mue h nearer than it is for eX81nple to the Latin, 
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Gern1an and French alpbabets.The division in:to Gutturals, 
. Linguals, Labials etc. exists naturally in Greek, and can 
<>nly be artificially impofed upon the Latin alphabet' ; 
and thus it greatly resembles the divisions of Sanskrit 
. Alphabets in the same groups. 
§ 3 accents 
'Ve no,,~ come to a very fundamental part of the Greek 
system viz. the accents. And the similarity and the differ-
ence of the Greek and Sanskrit accents have not been, to 
the best of Iny knowledge, pre\'iously noticed in detail. 
All) who have even a tolerable knowledge of the 
Vedas, know how integral a part the accents form in 
the Yedic system. The accents gradually dropped out of 
use; and 'what we have now is an accentless Sanskrit. It 
may be noticed that though it is customary even no\v to 
mark the accents in Greek cOlnposition (otherwise it 
,,"ouId not be a scholary CODl position at all), in pro-
nunciation (e. g. in the English pron unciation of Greek) 
the accents are entirely ignored. And the time will 
surely C01l1e when the accents "Till.be considered a mefe 
.I 
encumbrance, a nlere lumber, and will drop out of use 
even in composition. This seems to be \vhat has happened 
in the evolution of the sanskrit language, and writers like 
1vlammata, the author of the Kavya-Prakasa, have said 
~~ ({q- if ~I~it ,qr: :a:\~r;J~~n(nT(~~~, (Ullasa 11): "In the 
Vedas only and not in Classical literature are accents to 
make us conscious of a pa.rticular meaning." 
But both in Greek and Sanskrit, the origin of the 
accents is to be sought for in the necessity of showing to 
the unlettered many the particular pitch at which a letter 
was to be uttered. The Greeks actually did this for the 
sake of the' barbarians J ; the Indians might have done 
it for the untutored inlanders~ Another reason for the 
1ndiBn accent was the preventioOn of text-corruption, by 
.compelling a particular accent fOf a particular word, 
especially, when the Literature could only exist on the 
lips of people. 
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This soon degenerated in India, and \ve find a Clf .. 
(~umflex uttered at a higher pitch than the acute! This 
never was so in Greece. The acute retained its proper 
dignity and supremacy. 
It may also be noticed that logically there can be 
only three accents, the acute 'with a high pitch, the grave 
with a low pitch, and the circumflex, representing a fusion 
of the two. This \vas what happened both in Greece 
and India. In Greek, the acute was tnarked '; in Sans~ 
krit, it was curiously left un1nat'kcd. [By the bye, it Inay 
here be luentioned that \Vhitney has done real service to 
the cause of Sanskrit accents by tllarkin,l/ thenl in the 
Greek fashion throughout his very learned grammar J. In 
Greek, the grave \vas lllarked \'; in Sanskrit, it was lltarked 
with a line below. The circUll1tlex in Greek ,vas nlarked~; 
in Sanskrit, it was luarked with a vertical stroke above. 
It was this latter method of marking a circun;lfiex with a 
vertical stroke in Sanskrit, that Inust have led to the 
undesirable higher pitch of the circutnllex, to \vhich re-
ference has been made above. 
But ,vhile the Greeks did not divide the circumflex 
into different varieties, this was w·hat actually happened 
in India. The Indian circumflex was first divided into 
two varieties, the independent or organic circulufiex, and 
the dependent or accessory circumflex. Then, each of 
these was divided into different sub-varieties; and these 
-are too complicated t;) In~ntion. 
One point, however, \vhich is C031mon tc the Greek, 
-circumflex and the Indian organic circurnftex nluy be 
mentioned. The Indian organic circulnflex, ,yhich main-
tained its character in all situations, co uld be on a long' 
vow·elor on a short vo\vel; thus ~rtlT 3 ;nif: or ~~q, ;:n:' 
-- - --
in the former case the nUlueral 3 was put, in the latter, 
the numeral I. The Greek circumflex could, exactly like 
the Indian organic circumflex of the variety 3, exist only on 
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-a vowel tong by nature or a diphthong. To the variety I 
of the organic circulufiex, and to the dependent cir. 
cumfiex, there is no parallel to be found in Greek. 
Logically, again, in either language, there could be 
only one acute accent in a word. This was what happened 
both in Greek and Sanskrit. But there luight be short 
forms, which might not claim their due of an acute 
accent. This also is the same in both lallgua.ges, and in 
the case of identical forms. Thus \vhile the Greek 
pronominal forms ""f, ,(.(ou, .'-lot, ere, <TOU, <TOt, are entirely ac· 
centless, in the sense that they throw their accent on to 
the preceding \vord, their. equivalent pronominal forms in 
Sanskrit are also accentless e. g. l1T,. it, ~(, ., :, <=::rr, ~, "~r, ;r :. 
\Vhile the short Greek \yords 7rOU, 7rCJt, 7rOTe, ye, 7e, llUII, 
;, ~ OL are also accentles3, the short Sanskrit \vords 
::;:r, ;rr, a", ~11, lq, ~ ( are also without accent. The Greek 
Enclitics and Proclitic3 merge in the Sanskrit Aton'\. 
proper. 
But there is one peculiarity in Sanskrit 'which rnust 
be noticed. No \vord in Greek can have !zoo acute accents. 
There are ,vords in Sanskrit, especially the dual c)m· 
pounds, and infinitive datives fn (tf \vhich have tw'O acute-
accents, simply for the fact that the words take time in 
pronunciation; e. g. tlfr;rr'I~r, Siq'~~;f. Just as the ab ... 
normally short fOfIns have 110 accent, the abnormally long 
forms Inight claim t\vo! [his is an accent with a revenge. 
In both languages, there is a change of accents, one 
into another, according to the necessities of declension, 
conjugation, or position in a sentence involving crasis or 
contraction. But while in Sanskrit, the acute never 
changes and holds always its imperial place, in Greek it 
changes into circumflex and even into grave. It changes 
into circumflex when e. g. T'/.lh becomes TL,«~~ and TLl-tlJ" 
i. e. in Genitive and Dative. It changes into grave when 
'I 'b I rrl 1 t e. g. fJoro TOUTOV ecomes o<7rO TOtlTOtl. le on y accen s 
which change in Sanskrit are the grave and the cir-
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cumfiex (dependent). They both change into ono 
another ; and never do they become acute or vice versa. 
In W;f for example, the grave ;r becomes circumflex; and 
in RWf off the circumflex Wf of the former becomes again 
grave, by the necessities of position, into the details of 
which we need not enter in this place. 
In crasis, ho'wever, there is an important difference 
in Greek and Sanskrit. In Greek, ,vhen crasis takes 
place, the accent of the first word disappears, and that 
of the latter takes its place; as n't for ICd El. In Sans .. 
krit, the acute is ahvays powerful irrespective of posi ... 
tion. 
The Verbs and Vocatives do retain an acute accent 
in Greek; in Sanskrit, both lose their acute account. It 
seenlS that while Greek is right in the case of the verb,-
it is ,vrong in the case of the Vocative, 'which being 
treated like an interjection, ought, as in Sanskrit, to have 
no acute accent. Similarly, the Sanskrit usage for the 
t1erb seems to have no justification. 
lVIoreover, the general process of the Greek accent 
nlay be described as a nlovement back'wards, just as that 
of the Sanskrit accent is a 1l10veUlent forwards. The 
tendency in Greek, as is well-known, is to throw the 
accent as far back as possible; as A~YU) and A~YfTO(L;_ 
~J)epW7rOlJ, and ~'I()pW7rOL; the tendency in Sanskrit is to 
thro\v the accent ns much further as possible; e. g. 
~~"T (the n'T being accented). To this salne tendency is 
to- be traced the phenmenon of each of the later enclitics 
in Greek to throw the acute accent on to the preceding 
syllable, as ~-~ T~~' ,«0; CP~(1"; 'TrOTf, and the phenomenon 
of monotone (or as PaI).il1i calls it ~~) of preceding 
grave accents in Sanskrit throwing the burden on to the 
later graves c. g. .!Ji~n~~;p~·1 in \vhich ;n throws its 
burden on to~, and ~ to ~> until a halt comes as ni 
6'Wl~il'tJ.fl'i:. There is only one exception to the-
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. above in the case of ,the possessive compounds in Sans-
krit where accent is thro,vn backwards i. c. on the first 
Inember of the cOlupound; thus, for example, the posses-
sive compound ~j{~ "possessing the brightness of 
the Sun" has the acute accent on ~f; \vhile the same com-
~, 
pound, if genitive, has the accute on ~. 
§ II SantJhi. 
The so-called Elision, Contraction and Crasis in Greek 
-are but different aspects of the Salll.e phenomenon, which 
is most appositely described by the Sanskrit word Sand hi 
( = cOlubination). It is remarkable th~~t this combination 
takes place hoth in the case of vowels and in the case 
of consonants in both languages, and the conlbinations 
also are identical. Thus, the student of Sanskrit may see 
reularkable coincidences to Sanskrit in the following 
Greek contractions :-
er. n'- + {~: ',' c.( + f =0<. = n;nr: 
0( + "'1 =1( cf. n~+ ~: = n~: 
QC + 0 =te cf. fin + \Jtr1r~: ,,~ ~ = T~"rq-~ : 
cf. ner+ ~rg: ~ QC + ro = to = Oqre-: 
ef. rrn + i~: " £ + ~ = 11 = {nm: 
These are vowel-combinations. The consonantal com-
binations we shall have due occasion to notice further on, 
while we shall have to speak of consonantal declension 
.and conjugation. The coincidences there \vill be found 
still more remarkable. 
§ 5 Article 
It is the duty of a philologer not only to 
notice the resemblances, but also the dl~(ferences in the 
case of the languages under consideration. In so doing, 
he gives due attention to the respective genius of the 
languages, which made them develop in a particular "ray. 
Such a difference presents itself in the case of the Article. 
Out of the three classical languages, Sanskrit, Latin and 
Greek, it is only the Greek which shows the existence of 
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the article; the first two have no article. Thus, while 
the function of the article is served in Sanskrit by the 
demonstrative pronoun, and ,y hile the Latin mensa = 
table, a table, and the table, there is a distinct Definite' 
Article in Greek, and has all the three genders: 0 ~ 'T~, 
and all the cases of the noun. But, even Greek does not 
show the existence of the Indefinite article, which is a 
particular feature of the modern languages of Europe: 
German, French and English. One does not kno,v how 
to account for the existence of the Definite Article in 
Greek, while it is not to be found in the sister classical 
languages, Sanskrit find Latin. 
§ 6 Declension 
(I) \Ve no\v cOlne to the first of the t \VO pillars of 
any Grammatical System, namely, the Declension of 
nouns, and the Conjugation of verbs. And here \ve luight 
begin with the consideration of cases. Of all the langua-
ges of the world, Sanskrit sho\vs the largest variety of 
cases; other languages sho,v a comparatively sll1aller 
number. Thus, While Sanskrit sho'ws 8 cases, Latin shows 
6, Greek shows 5, and German and French only 4; while 
there is absolutely no declension proper in English, and 
there are no cases (the NOluinative case in English is the 
so-called designation of the Subject, and the Accusative, of 
the Object; but because, there is no variation of form 
in these) 've might either say that there are no cases in 
English, or if at all, only one case). It may be noticed 
that in \vhatever language the cases are lacking, the 
function of these is ~erved by prepositions. The Sans-
krit cases are :-
Nominative. 
Accusative. 
Instrumental. 
'Dative. 
Ablative. 
Genitive. 
Locative. 
Vocative. 
Of these, the Instrumental and Locative are lacking 
in Latin; (though there formerly existed a Locative in 
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Latin, it has now dropped out). These together with the 
~blative are lacking in Greek. These three together 
with the Vocative are lacking in French and German. 
We see from the above that a language retains only 
those cases which are vital to its existence, and we also 
see that the unused cases, follo'wing the la\v of Natural 
Selection, drop out in course of time. The four funda-
mental cases, therefore, seem to be the Nominative, 
Accusative, Dative and Genitive. The Vocative is pro-
perly no case; it is an interjection, often identical in 
form with the Nominative. The Instrumental, as in Greek, 
may safely merge in the Dative; e. g. the sentence Hhe 
kills the man with a stone" may be rendered by the Da-
tive ; 'Tiw ~Jl9p(t)7roJi A:(}~ O(7l"OKTdvfl. The Ablative may 
safely merge in the Genitive, as it has actually done in 
Greek, and as it already shows a tendency in Sanskrit to 
be often identical in form with the Genitive, e. g. ~~: 
is both Ablative and Genitive Singular. The Locative 
again luay be identical \vith the Genitive, as in Greek and 
Latin. In the latter, the Locative forms Romae and 
COTinthi are the same as the Genitive forms. One very 
interesting consequence follows fron1 this merging of the 
Locative in the Genitive in the Greek language. As 
we- shall notice later on, the Genitive Absolute in 
Greek has striking similarities to the Genitive Absolute 
in Sanskrit; but, it may be noticed that there is a Loca-
tive Absolute also in Sanskrit. Now as there is no Locative 
in Greek, there is no Locative Absolute also; and as the 
Locative has merged in the Genitive, the Locative Abso-
lute of Greek merges in the Genitive Absolute. 
(.) \Vith regard to J.Vu1nber, it may be noticed that 
Greek and Sanskrit are at one in having a Dual, and in this 
respect they differ from all other languages. Thus, there 
is no dual in Latin, German or French; and eve Pali and 
Pdikrit, which are otherwise so similar to Sanskrit, in 
this ~ase follow the Latin in refusing to admit the dual. 
The origin of the dual in both Greek and Sanskrit is to be 
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traced to the necessity of . characterising things \vhich 
necessarily go in pairs, as the eyes, the ears, the hands 
.and the feet ; and as these cannot be pluralised ( unless it 
were in the case of Siva who had got three eyes, and in 
the case of RavaI}a \vho had got 20 eyes) 20 ears, 20 hands 
and 20 feet, and to boot, 10 heads), it was found nec ~ .. 
sary to invent a new kind of number altogether. The 
dual has existed even from the times of the Veda, ,vhere 
a prominent use seems to have been made of it e. g. 
~, ~SCI'4~un, m~r~~, the last once more illustrating 
what we have said above that the dual necessarily was 
used about things like It the heaven and the earth" which 
went in pairs in human thought. 
Another thing to be noticed both in Greek and Sans-
krit is that when once the dual was introduced in the case 
of nouns, it was necessary to introduce it in the case of 
verbs also, as otherwise a dual subject might have a 
.plural verb. Hence, \ve find the dual even in the case of 
verbs bcth in Greek and Sanskrit. 
(3) Coming to Declension proper, \ve might divide 
it into vowel d ~('lension and consonantal declension, 
acconlil~g :.U L.h.-~ stlJm ended in a vowel or in a consonant. 
In either case, in the latter possibly more than in the 
former, the resemblances bet,veen Greek and Sanskrit are 
very remarkable. 
In the fonner case, as well as in the latter, the case 
terminations are almost identical with those in Sanskrit :-
~ for Nonl : Sing corresponds to ~ 
11 for Ace:" " " ~ 
o~ for Gen : 
0( or (&) for Dat : " " 
" ~ or ~ 
~ . 
" " 
" tr or ?l 
So far in the cas~ of Masculine nouns. 
The l~nine consonantal nouns are to be exactly 
declined f~{':the masculine consonantals, both in Greek 
:and Sanskrit, thus Q CP~AO(, and ; .P.~(jTt' are to be similar-
ly declined, as well as lt1Jqa: m and i'1't-~f. 
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The vo\vel feminines of the 1St dec~nsion in Greek 
end in 0( 'or t} as xwp;' and TL,uh, corresponding exactly to-
the vo\vel feminines of Sanskrit ending in 3ff and i as 
ltNf and ~, the PaQinian tenuinlttions being efT and 
#fer. or ~'i£. 
The Neuter of the second declension in Greek ends 
in v (both for Nom: and Acc :) as T6 dWPOll, T6 dOOpOll,. 
corresponding exactly to the neuter of Sanskrit ending 
in 'f:, (both for ~ om : and Ace:) as ~;f, q-;f. 
The Neuter consonantals of the third declension in 
Greek take no termination for ~o[n: Voc: Ace:, and in 
other cases are sinli1ar to the .\laseuline, corresponding 
exactly to the neuter consonantals in Sanskrit, \vhich take 
no termination for NOln: Vac: Ace: and in other cases 
are similar to the masculine. Thus a-W/.lx" CTW ,wx: , cTW,uo<, 
CTJ,uo<TO!), cTOO,A..(o<Tl correspond to If';:~d', lf~~6', If"e:g<r., 1T:;~": 
and ~ff. 
But more striking than any of the above re5erublan-
ces are those \vhich consonantal steIns display in both the 
languages while ./u,sin§f with succeeding c)ils)nat'll tenni-
nations. Thus-
3£.. + ~, If, + ~, 'JJ.f. .. + ff, = a-r 
{
le + r, y + ~, X + S' == f 
r:p~A.c<tll ,uJ.a-Tltl, ~Jl!vtl corresponding to ::rr~ 
{ 
7r + ~, jj + s-, et> + f = "" 
It, + ~, ~ + ~ ~ + ~ = ~ 
as in rj)A.eVA and 3fCiI 
But while 
{ 'T, () and 0 are dropped before f in Greek, { ~ IS " after", ~,~ in SIc in ~. " " .... 
the Nonl: 
and not 
" " 
In the 
Loc: 
Thus AO(/.l7l"~S' and AO(!J,7r~a-l may be· contrasted with 
i~ and {~~ij', the ~ being dropped in the first case and 
not dropped in the latter. 
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Other consonantal fusings we shall have occasion to 
notice under the heading Conjugation. 
§ 7 eomparatives and Superlatives. 
In the comparison of adjectives again, we meet 
with resemblances which are extrernely noteworthy: 
The general terminations in Greek for forming Corn-
paratives and Superlatives are TepOI) and T~TO~ corres-
ponding' to the Sanskrit ~ and Oli (ho\v the" in the 
latter came to take the place of T is a mystery!). Thus 
u01Jw 'If pOI) cro1JWTXTOS 
-. Tq{~ " 
':ef «+1 fOt • 
But in Sanskrit, the terminations ff{ and ffA' are not 
restricted to adjectives as in Greek; they are sometimes 
applied even 
(a) to substantives :-
(b) to verbs (in the form of ~11r and "~) :-
q~fff q"€l 11ftH • i{ q"€l'"" f1 'i( 
cooks cooks better cooks best 
(c) to pronouns :-
r,· 
f(f; ~{ ~ 
which, w'hich of the two, \vhich of the many 
(d) to nouns \vith case inflections :-
f'...... ~ t ....... rr:'l.~:ri-I ~,. ~'@ n{ 'l~ 1&\"" 
(e) and to adverbs, which finds a parallel in 
Greek :-
ri 
~: 
cro$ool) 
, 
crlM/> po 1100 I) 
I 
crrxf>oo 'le po 11 
crwrp po v.f rTTf jXJlI 
. 
~"Tl!: 
"'~ 
;:n::q Of" fOt 11'1\ 
, 
crorjJw TxTx 
crwtj> POl!€crTx'TX 
Then, there is a second method of fo rruing compa-
ratives and superlatives in Greek by adding the termina--
7 (Sk. R. i, 2.] 
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tions LuW and l(j/OS, corresponding exactly to i'trT~ and 
~E"; thus, 
~ c:-' 170lu)ll 
" if~-' trTry, 
tI ~ 
1'10l(jTO~. 
,...... 
lfTt'2' 
These in both languages are special cOlnparatiYes and 
. . 
superlatIves. 
In addition to the tw·o methods above, there is a 
third arbitrary luethod of forming degrees of con1parison 
quite irresponsibly: thus, 
,I 
O<Pl(J"7 0S 
,SEA/LiT/OS 
.... --J~ ~(1:, S>rg' ~ t ~trp::r.a: IJ"Q B 
It may be noticed in these that it is not the termi-
nations that are arbitrary, but only the ste1n assun1ed in 
either language, to \yhich the tenninatiolls are applied. 
§ 8 NUliueT3!s 
\Ve next come to. the Numerals. Tbe silnilariUes 
noticed in the pronunciation of Numerals has been one 
of the stock arguments of philologists in favour of point-
ing out the comlllon origin of languages. Thus, for 
example, the sin1ilar forms pointed out In the three 
languages, nanlel y, 
Sanskrit: ~fIT ~~~~ JJ:rcr~ ~~u 
Gree k: dff(O< ~!18ft(o< ~w 6fJ(O< T PfC S-6€KO< 
Latin: decem undecinl duodecinl tredecin1 
have been one of the chief foundations of comparative 
Philology. These similarities are l1:)t interesting gram-
matically, but, as I said, historically. One can scarcely 
deny the common origin of the Indo.European languages 
after a consideration of these. 
But it is not this aspect that I want here to hty 
chief stress on; it is neither that ordinals corresponding 
10 these cardinals are similar in all the languages; but it 
is rather the fact that the human mind is seen in its con-
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structive activity in the fornlation of the adverbial nu-
merals. But this mind can go no further in this case 
than three or four paces, and then it leans on a crutch. 
Thus for example cOillpare the follo\ving :-
Greek. Sanskrit. Latin. Geru/an. 
r/ t 0<.7r0( ~~~, 
d:~ ,...... T~: 
, 
-. 
TPt~ T~: 
, 
seInel 
bis 
ter 
elIl 
zwel 
drei 
illal 
" 
" 
Frcllc 11. 
une fois 
deux " 
trois 
" 
TfTpo<'(lr; ~Q;: quater VIer" quatu" 
7ffVT~K£~ q.:;r~2::(: quinquies-eus fiinf" clnq H 
corres.eonding respectively to the English :-
once, twice, thrice, four times, five times. In 
Greek, the hU111an nlind takes three paces and then 
leans on the crutch of K£~; in Sanskrit and Latin it 
takes four paces, and then leans all ~E::(~: and eus respect_ 
ively; in Gennan and French, it is absolutely lame and 
reclines on the crutch (mal and fois) frolU the beginning; 
in English, as in Greek, it goes three paces and then sub-
stitutes the ever-recurring "times." The reason for this 
phenomenon is obviously that it is only the first 3 or 4 
forms which are in constant use in any language; and in 
further forms, there is the grammatical red tape! 
§ 9 eonjugation. 
(1) \Vhen we come to Conjugation, \ve come to even 
greater similarities than have been noticed in the forego-
Ing pages. 
The Auxiliary verb in both languages is identical, 
the stems being Ea- and ~~ respectively. The forms also 
Which it undergoes are very often the same. For example. 
fl,uf is equivalent to ~~. 
, , 
--. 
fa-Tt 
" 
~ff. 
, , 
fa-,ufV 
" 
tl1 : 
~ 
fja-o<v 
" 
am:r~. 
In other forms, there is a difference. 
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(2) In Greek, as in Sanskrit, there are tlzree voices !_ 
the active, the middle, and the passive, corresponding 
respectively to q~"q~, mc~q~ and what \Vhitney calls 
the ~-class. \Vhitney, however, takes the passive not to 
be a Voice but a Conjugation; and in his opinion there 
are t\VO voices in Sanskrit It as in Greek" ( Whitney's-
Grammar P. 200) ! Ho\vever that might be, the passive of 
Greek is exactly the If-class of Sanskrit. 
Now, exactly as in Greek, there are many roots in 
Sanskrit \vhich belong to both the active and the middle 
voices; \vhile there are others \vhich belong to only the 
middle (i. e. mffi'~). These latter in Greek are well-
known as Deponent verbs, in as much as they have "laid. 
_ .aside" their Active forms. 
No\\", a peculiarity of Sanskrit nlust here be noticed .. 
Particular prepositions in combination \vith particular 
verbs change the voice of the verb altogether; e. g. tr3" 
which is Active beconles Middle ,,·hen the preposition 
~ precedes; on the other hand, ~ which is lVliddle be-
comes .A .. ctive when the prepositions T~, ,'31T and qft precede. 
Thus we see ho\v prepo~itions have the power to deprive 
verbs of their original voice. 
It 111ay also be noticed that in Greek, as in Sanskrit, 
the terminations of the ~iddle and the Passive are exactly 
and always identical. Nay, nlost of the jor1l1S themselves 
are identical in many cases. Scholars may recall to mind 
the many cases of the identity of the Middle and Passive 
~ ~ 
~orms of both Greek and Sanskrit roots. 
Not only this, even the senses that are meant to be 
conveved by the .. A.ctive and the Nliddle Voices in Greek 
.. ~ 
and Sanskrit are identical. Thus, in either language, the 
Active was nleant to have a transitive meaning, as throw-
ing the action on to others, and the Middle was meant to 
have a reflexive meaning, as thro\ving the action back to 
oneself. This meaning is absolutely clear in the 
very significant epithets 'R~qtt ( = 'R~t:t ~) and 31T~&I~q~· 
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.-( = :atn="~ qcf) that were invented by Sanskrit grammarians. 
This seems to have been the original foundation of the 
difference between the two kinds of voices in both langu-
:ages ; but while Greek has very nearly retained even now 
this important difference, it has been almost entirely 
effaced in Sanskrit, especially in the Epics, \vhere the 
-necessities of versification have often compelled the use 
of a wrong voice. fhe difference of voice, compelling a 
difference of meaning, can be beautifully illustrated fronl 
.t\VO Greek infinitives: \Vhile T£9fIJX.t ~·;..uov~ (Active::::q-{m'f~-J 
can be used of a despot ,vho enacts laws for others, we 
,can only use T:Of:,r9o<t lIb,aolJ~ (Jfiddle =3in:~Cf~) of a self-
governing nation, \vhich enacts la \VS JOY itself. Thus we 
see that the original difference between Active and Middle 
has been retained in Greek. 
There is again another difference between Greek and 
'Sanskrit. In Sanskrit, the difference of voice in the case 
of Roots is extended in part to the participles, but never 
to the infinitives; in Greek, it is extended to the participles 
and even to the infinitives. Thus 
Pr. p. P. p. Infin. 
if1!: (Active) ~ff 
"-
ifij' if~ 
~ (:VIiddle) 0l1if0T {n 
while, 
A{,OO (Active) , AvuW A;)TO'.;~ I AUfW 
A{'OO (l\:Iiddle) Avbt<lf:l.'O~ , AlJ'TO(J.lf:I'O~ A {}fa-f}o(L 
~ and t~~ lllUSt aI-w"ays end in ~ ; but A{JELI' and A;Jfa-f}-xt do 
,not both end in nv. 
(3) In Greek, there are two varieties of Future, two 
,varieties of Perfect and t\VO varieties of Aorist ; in Sans-
:krit, silllilarly, ,ve have t,vo varieties of Future, two 
varieties of Perfect, but classical£v speaking, the appalling 
"number of 7 varieties of Aorist. The beO'inner mav ,veIl ~ 01 
-l)e confused at this nlenacing nunlber of 7 varieties, and 
\Vhitney has done excellent service to the cause of Aorist 
{by simplifying the varieties, and grouping them unde-I 
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only three heads: the sinlple, the reduplicative, and the 
sigmatic (= sibilant). The cause for this large nUluber 
of specialised tenses is to be found in the fact that the 
languages were ,videning, and it was necessary to restrict 
and group the tenses under different classes each \vith a 
common feature. 
(4) But there is one tense in Sanskrit which does not 
occur in any other language including Greek and Latin, 
exce?t perhaps in Gennan ; and it is the Conditional (~~). 
It is used \vhen things 111ight have, but have not happened. 
It stands to the future as the hnperfect stands to the 
present. 'rhe classical exau1ple of Conditiollctl in Sans-
1 °t' -....." -.. '" ~n IS :-~~Tq~~l1r~~f~r tJr~q1~q~~a :-
"If there had been abundant rain, there 'would have 
been plenty," indicating that there \vas no! abundant 
rain, and therefore there \vas not plenty. 
A similar use of the Conditional is to be found in 
German, e. ,!./. "The soldiers ,,"ould have been killed in 
the first battle" might be translated :-
"Die Soldaten ,yiirden in der e1'stel1 Sch1acht geU')d-
tet \vorden sein," implying that they \vere not killed. 
In this case, Greek does not present us w'ith a pa-
rallel to the Sanskrit usage. 
(5) It is a custom \vith Greek granllnarians to divide 
the majority of Greek verbs into two Conjugations, those 
ending in cv and ,Ul, and to put do\vn the other Greek verbs 
as Irregular verbs. This entirely obscures the proper 
classification of verbs. :\0 attelnpt has been hitherto 
made, so far as the present \vriter kno\vs, of bringing the 
Greek classification in a line \vith the Sanskrit clas sifica-
tion into 10 Gal)aS or classess. The conjugations in Greek 
have been hitherto divided on the fundarnentunl divisionis 
of the terminations wand /.ll ; \ve have in the present essay 
divided them according to the signs like f, nil, reduplica-
tion, vu etc., that the verbs take, thus bringing the Greek 
system in a line with Sanskrit. To verbs of the 1st con-
jugation in Sanskrit, \vhose sign is ~ (~IJ) are similar such. 
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irregular verbs in Greek as YX-/1.fW, 60KEW, \vhose sign is e. 
To verbs of the 2nd conjugation in Sanskrit, \vhose sign 
is 'nil', are similar the majority of Greek verbs which 
take terminations directly. such as CP:'('Y[J), 7TeU}cv, Aehno. 
To the 3rd conjugation in Sanskrit, \vhose distinctive 
sign is the Reduplication even in the present, correspond 
such verbs as 'TU3J-7;Ul cnd 8f6U),U1. The 4th and the 
6th conjugation in Sanskrit are so very similar to the 
I st, for all Con ;"llgatz'ona! purposes, 1 hat one Ina y not 
attempt to classily Greek verbs under these heads} 
when similar verbs have been there shown to exisL 
corresponding to the 1st conjugation in Sanskrit. To the 
5th conjugation in Sanskrit \vhose sign is ~ (~), correspond 
InaUY such Greek \'erbs as 6f~Ki't'/--it, \vhose sign is exactly 
.. . . C..J ..., 
the sanle, (L'v=~·.) The 7th and 9th conjugations in Sans-
krit, \vhich have the sign ~. or Cl, (~>!), ;ff or ;rr (~r), may 
correspond to such irregular verbs in Greek as take l!,l'f and 
o(V after the stem, such as 8~,~!'Cu, {nrt:TXI'fO,uX-l, and \X!u9;'liO/--iY..l. 
The 8th con:jugfLtion in Sanskrit \vhose sign is \3" has sofe\v 
roots belonging to it that Greek n1ay be excused if it 
does not sho\v a parallel. And the loth of Sanskrit Con-
ugjation is too 1l1uch like the 1st, 4th and 6th to demand 
a different class of roots frolH Greek. Indeed) if \ve \vere 
to hunt down the Greek roots i \ve C!lU find lists of roots 
corresponding to each of these four Conjugations. 
l\loreover, Greek presents us \vith verbs such as 
7r;a-xw and f~'p~CTKW, and /3l,l3pW TiCCV and YLYI'~(j/((v, the first 
t\VO unreduplicated, and the latter two reduplicated, but 
all having the distinctive appendage CTK, which Inarks such 
roots as being very close to the Sanskrit Desidcrati'Ves, in 
form at least, if not in meaning, the latter being also r e-
duplicated, and having the I11ark ~, as T~~Nfff, ~i~fff, 
even unreduplicated desideratives being found in Sanskrit 
as fic~, and Ncm'ff, corresponding to the first two Greek 
verbs mentioned above, ,,~hile verbs like Jfi1:rrnff are also 
to be found in Sanskrit, \vhich have a reduplicative £orm~ 
but no reduplicative sense. 
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( 6) We have said above that the consonantal cOlubi-
nations that take place in the Conjugation of Greek verbs 
are very similar to the consonantal combinations in 
Sanskrit. Thus:-
(a) Before all ternlinations beginning with p., a 
labial becomes p., and a guttural becomesy; 
c. g. ~ yfYPo(P.P.O(l from stem ypo<~ 
f ~~ from 3ft! + l1t 
~ 
Also, ~- 7rf7rAfy,WX.L from stenl 7fAflC 
~ (y=tT or~) 
t srW!i(Ci, or!lr·~£rom !ir~ + ~ 
But while, a dental before /.l in Greek beCOlnes er, IU 
Sanskrit, it becomes the nasal ;;r:-
) e. g. 7r€7rf£(T JAo<l from stenl 7rlB 
t contrast (i~ front "if + ifrJ" 
Occasionally, ho\yeycr, before ~ and g-" the dental ~, 
becomes ~ in Sanskrit, cf. ~t, and ~fflfir. 
Cb) With all terminations beginning with er, as in 
the consonantal decleNsion, a guttural 
becomes t, and a labial becomes Vr :-
e. g. '7rf7r Af:l'O<L fronl stenl 7rAflC 
l ~H~ from 'ff~ + {f. 
And ) Vr€ypo<.YrO<I from steIn ypo<(jJ 
,~ froIll ~\l, + {f 
But, \vhile in Greek, a dental is dropped before er, 
it is not dropped in Sanskrit:-
e. g. ) 7rf1rWTO<' for 7rf7r<t8a-o<, 
, ~~ for i~ + ~ 
(c) Before T, in both languages, a guttural be-
comes K, and a labial becomes 7r :-
e. g. ~ T€To<ICTO<L for TfTOCYTO<L 
, ~ for qT~, + ffrff 
And { y€ypoc.7rTo<' for Yfypo<q,To<, 
':£A'Crl,;r~r for -3{~, + ~llm 
(d) Before 6, in both languages, a guttural becomes 
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x' and a labial becomes cb (which are the 
corresponding aspirate letters), a usage 
,,·hich is contrary to Sanskrit :-
e. g. 7r€7r A€Xe€ £ or 7rf7r A€JCO€ 
And AfAfUpef for AfAfl7rB€ 
In both the cases considered in Cc) and (d), as In 
.( a), the dental in Greek is always changed to er, a usage 
which is contrary to sanskrit ; 
C (f {' 7rf7rflerTo<l for 7rf7rEl(}TO(l A;ci 7rf7rfLer(}f for 7rf7ifL(}e€ 
It may be noticed that only in the case (b), that is 
before er, the dental is entirely dropped; Greek w'ouId 110t 
.allo\v t\VO "er" s to come together; in every other case, the 
dental, by a strange affinity, beCOlnes er ; fronl this conver-
s~ly, it may be argued that the Greek er itself is dental in 
nature, as has been recognised by Pal).ini in calling ~('~;:(1.:f." 
In Sanskrit, not lllerely is a dental not dropped 
before~, but if possible, another dental is added: thus 
the elision in Greek is avenged in Sanskrit; c. g. ~ + ~ 
becomes, in addition to o~~ij-, also "T;:~~ff. It luay be 
seen from the latter that another ~ is added, thus again 
corroborating that er is dental in nature. 
(7) \Ve no\v come to the most striking similarities 
of all in the tVlO languages. No one, who considers the 
following with a little attention, can fail to observe that 
Sanskrit and Greek 1JlUSt have had a common origin. 
In both the languages the Imperfect and the Aorist 
are formed by the augment f, corresponding exactly to 
the Sanskrit 3t. And again, in both languages, the Per-
.Ieet is j01'l1tcd by Reduplication, a feature ,,~hich nlarks 
Greek and Sanskrit as cognate \vith each other as apart 
from other languages. 
(A) In the case of roots beginning w'ith a con-
sonant, the € or 3t is regularly added as a sign 
of the Imperfect or Aorist e. g. ~TI'7rTGlI (Imp.) 
and ~AlIero( (Aorist). In the case of a root begin-
s (Sk. R. i, 2.] 
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ning \vith a vo\vel, in either language, long vo-
\\'els and diphthongs are substituted for the 
cOlnbination of the augnlent and the yo\vel; 
t. g. 
t , f eVp!<TK({) 
l i~ff 
~yo[l (lnIp). 
~T~(i 
r;'~;'pl<TI;:Ot' (1 mp). 
(f~?f 
Then again, in either language, ycrbs conlpounded 
with a Preposition /za:!c the ..:1u/fJJlcnt belzecen the PrcI,osi-
lion and the TTerb: (this incidentally shows that Preposi-
tions are really of the nature of (~d-verb3 and do not fonn 
an organic part of the verb) a point \vhich \yjll be noticed 
later on):-
~ rl,. , 
€UT-'f't:p-W 
! ~ 
7rpOu o<yw 7i poa--1n'Ol' 
___ r '" 
m~+ ~l~rff 
......... (' ~ 
~iT'I:T -+ '31r~~, == 31~J"Q'T:;rry:, 
. 1TTff + i'~ff "'- ~ !:ffff + tt';,HT = !;,f('4~ 
In Greek, the final vowel of the preposition is elided 
before the Augluent; but in Sanskrit, it combines with 
the Augnlent; e. g. 
x.7rO- rpi PU) 
~q-+ tt~'ff 
c< 7!-i:-CPf po 11 
~tf~(i 
In Greek 7ftp; are "po are exceptions to the above 
rule, and :qever elide their vo\vels, but as in Sanskrit, 
conlbine thenl \vith the Auglnent ;-
(B" ~ ) 
e g. 'f R 7r POUfJXLVOJl ( = tr PO-€-tBcI,W(w) 
\Ve next come to the phenomenon a£ Redupli-
cation. The genesis of Reduplication is to be 
found in its utility as a mark of completed ac-
tion, \vhich is the meaning given to the Per-
fect in both the languages. Hence, Redupli-
cation and the Perfect tense go hand in hand 
in the two languages. 
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(a) Reduplication in either language consists 
in the repetition of the first. consonant of 
the root, plus the radical vo\vel in Sans-
krit, and a uniform f in Greek. Thus ~~r 
\vhen reduplicated heconles ~~~, and the 
stem Av \vhen reduplicated becomes AfAv. 
In Attic Reduplication, however, \ve do find 
as in Sanskrit the first Syllable repeated: 
(b) 
Cc) 
(d) 
,! , ',"\ fA::<vl'(.) - fAtj/\XKX 
fAEYXW - fA;j/\fyp .. xl 
In either languagi;, the hard aspirates are 
represented in reduplication by their 
corresponding hard unaspirates ; thus e. if. 
~ by ~, (r.[, by ~-{ and ~ by f{; and e by 
'I, X by tC, 1J by 7r: (it may be noticed that 
the substitute of :q: for tq, is arbitrary: the 
proper substitute ought to have been~. 
But it nlav be rcmerubered that::a- and ;;F, 
.; ---" -" 
are both hard unspirates). Thus, W"1"::-
beCOlnes =a.-4,~fFr and ()~L!) beCOlnes TM}v/Cy.. 
In Sanskrit, the soft aspirate takes th€ 
soft unaspirate, as T+r~ beconles f-:rf+f;;," In 
Greek, no soft aspirates exist except the 
{ (see Section § 2 acove); and this takes 
an Augment instead of a Reduplication, 
c. J{. {1"}Tf beconles E{;}TiJKX. \Ve nlay here 
'" '"" '"'. conlpare q-rTUTTrt s 3tl-1:r'T~ ~~r ~~: I 
\Vhen verbs begin 'with t,yO consonants 
LJ 
instead of one, or \vith a double conso-
nant, the general practice in Greek is to 
use the Augmel~t instead of Reduplica-
tion, as ~(J"Tcxl\./CX frolll stem (J"T€l\.; of Sans .. 
krit to repeat sometimes the first conso-
nant and sometirl1s the second e. g. ~'l.-
- " Tm~q:; NT-ffi~. 
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(e) But the Greek practice of reduplicating 
a mute when followed by a liquid (in the 
case of two consonants coming together) 
find as exact parallel in Sanskrit :-
yp~~oo Yfyp~~~ 
¥f.i~1 o;a ~'{I 
- ....:., ....:,,-.. 
(f) In both languages, w'hen roots begin 
with a vovtel, the general practice is to 
have the .. 4u~{ment instead of the Re-
duplication; 
c. !;". opebw in Perfect be COlues W pf)OOKO< 
~~", m~ 
There are further rules in Sanskrit on this point, and 
they only indicate a greater "differentiation." 
(g) \Vhen a preposition comes before a verb, 
then the reduplication like the augment, 
comes between the preposition and the 
verb: and this rule is identical in Greek 
and Sanskrit. 
7r po<tT-y p~~oo 'iT" po<tT-YE-Y po<~o< 
~-~ ~-~-~ 
(h) The reduplication of the Perfect is re-
tained in both languages even in the Per-
fect Participle :-
I , 
YPO<~~ YfYPO<~O< YfYPO<~OO~ 
~ \i1tll+l ~rf;{~ 
the terminations oo~ and q~r being identicaL 
Unfortunately, the Pll1perfect, the Perfect Subjunc-
tive, the Perfect, Optative, the Perfect Infinitive are 
lacking in Sanskrit; otherwise, as in Greek, they would 
have also retained the reduplication. By the bye, 'we do 
here find the superiority of Greek to classical, if not Vedic, 
Sanskrit in the construction of a variety of forms, which 
are Dot even contemplated in Sanskrit. 
(i) In general, it may be said that the 1st 
Greek perfect has no parallel in Sanskrit, 
as its peculiar sign is K. The 2nd Greek 
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perfect corresponds to the 1St Sanskrit 
perfect, as in these the terminations are 
applied directly. And again, the 2nd 
Sanskrit perfect has no parallel in Greek, 
as it is formed in combination \vith ~~ 
:am:r or ii~. 
(8) We thus see that in Greek as in Sanskrit, the 
Reduplication is an essential element of the Perfect. But 
in either language it accompanies even the present tense 
of some verbs; e. g. as in Greek TL(}J},Ul, 8,8w/-tc. These have 
been shown above (5) to correspond to the 3rd conjuga-
tion in Sanskrit, which also fornls its present by Redupli-
cation, c. g. ~ becomes ::rt611H1 ~ becomes fir~ffl'. Then 
again, it, is a sign of such other verbs in Greek as j3,fJPWO"KOO 
and YlY~)o"/(W, which because they have both a reduplica-
tion, and the mark 0"1(, may be said to exactly correspond 
to Sanskrit Desideratives, as ~m~, ~liqT~, \vhich ha~ e 
both a reduplication and the mark ~. 
Beyond the three instances mentioned above, the 
Reduplication in Sanskrit Aorist for a variety of verbs 7, 
and in Sanskrit F'requentatitres does not find a parallel in 
G 1 . "''' '" ~"''' d --- I ree '"' e.!;. ~~1T~~, ~~~; ;qi;f.-uro an 3'1!!16:.lH. t 
may be noticed that the Frequentative Reduplication is 
very arbitrary and corresponds to the Attic Re.duplication 
in Greek. 
It may be seen that the Reduplication is peculiarly' 
expressive of frequence: hence, it is very suitable for the 
Frequentatives; thus, 3'1!'!16.:iH may be significantly used of 
wandering frequently, and ceaselessly; (iTH::r~ff of re-
membering frequently and so on. There are no Frequen-
tatives in G'reek, hence the Reduplication is not to be 
met with in Greek in this connection. 
(9) . This prepares us to make a few more supple .. 
mentary relnarks on the subject of conjugation, before 
we finish this part of the subject. 
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(a) 'Ve have seen that there are Desideratives in 
Greek, \ve may no\v observe that there are even Deno-
minatives in Greek.· \Ve kno\v \yhat an important part 
Denolllinatives play in Sanskrit. One very often meets 
with such fornls as ~:.fT~ffi, n+hl"r7.f~, 311:'f('{rtfit, ~TJ'1lt=1fff 
\vhich have the sense of behaving or being like the per-
son or thinO' expressed bv the noun. The Greek Deno-Ll -' 
Ininatives do not seenl to have this 111eaning: they are 
only verbs formed froln corresponding nouns; thus, 
<T1],uX:lJW=tO signify COlnes £ro111 the noun (j~/.1c<. (T-)=sign ; 
~LI(~r(V = to judge £ro111 the noun ~!1C17 = justice. 
(b) To the Causal of Sanskrit, there does not seem 
to be any parallel forrnation in Greek. Indeed, the Sans-
krit Causal itself is so very like the loth Conjugation, 
that one of the tw·o has no right to exist separately. 
But because the Causal conveys a peculiar meaning-that 
of an action being caused by another-we had rather 
drop out the loth Conjugation, so far as the ConJuga-
tion of verbs is concerned. 
(c) \Ve have seen that there are no Frequentatives 
in Greek; similarly there is not also the so-called Bene-
dictive mo::>d of Sanskrirt. Indeed the Benedictive mood 
also has no right to exist in Sanskrit, seeing how very 
similar in meaning, and also in formation, it is to the 
Potential or Optative. Indeed, Pa1.lini himself seems to 
have recognised this in as much as he combined the Opta-
tive (ferr~~~) \vith the Benedictive (or as Whitney calls 
it the Precative) ( 3tr~r~5;J under the conlmon ap-
pellation of ~~. iVloreover the extreme similarity of 
the terminations involved might well enable us to argue 
for its non-requirement. Hence, it is no wonder that 
Greek does not show it : it can do \vith the Optative . 
• 
(4) But, on the other hand, as we have mentioned 
above, Sanskrit does not show the Pluperfect, the Perfect 
Subjunctive, the Perfect Optative, the Perfect Infinitive, 
and also the Aorist Imperative, the Future Optative, and 
the Perfect, Future or Aorist Infinitive of Greek. 
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Ce) However, one itl1portant thing remains to be 
noticed. There is a Subjunctive in Sanskrit, corres-
ponding to the Greek Subjunctive, but it is only to be ' 
found in the V edas (~~). In classical Sanskrit literature, it 
has alnlost disappeared; but in Greek, it retains its 
fuIl vitality. l\1oreover, it nlay be noticed that the ter-
minations of the Subjunctive both in Greek and Sans-
krit are almost exactly similar to the terminations of the 
Present: (in Sanskrit, the first personal terminations 
of the Subjunctive are, however, ll10re akin to those 
of the Imperative than of the Present). 
(f) There is again a similarity between Greek and 
Sanskrit in making (j" the distinctive sign of the future; 
e.g. A~uw the future of A{)w, and ~Rl';1.:TTm the future of ~. 
(g) This a- again occurs in the I Aorist of Greek 
and the Sigmatic Aorist of Sanskrit, but in this case, the 
root is preceded by an Augment (f in Greek and ~ in 
Sanskrit-the same as the Imperfect Augment); c. g. 
~Av(j"O< is 1st Aot ist of ADw and ~:r~Tf(~, is the Sigmatic 
Aorist of ~. 
(h) Lastly, the present, future and perfect parti-
ciples both of Greek and Sanskrit are declined like corres-
ponding adjectives; e. g. A~wv like h:~JI ; and ~T~"::r~ like 
,..... 
rq~. 
§ 10 Syntax. 
(r) We now COlne to the subject of Syntax; and, 
here also, we find a great deal of resenlblance. 
(a) In Greek as in Sanskrit, ,ve very often find 
adjectives, used simply ,vith the article and without the 
noun, to denote a general ciass of persons. [ In Sanskrit, 
however, the articl~, being non-existent, is not found.] 
We may, translate" the good men" as simply at o<yo<BOl 
in Greek and ~;:n : in Sanskrit. In either case, there is no 
nOUll. 
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(b) In either language, the duration of time is ex-
pressed by the Accusative. Thus H He remains for three· 
days" may be translated in Greek 'TPE'i~ ~,u~PO(~ ,u€V€L, and 
in Sanskrit:fHUr ~ff'1"(;t ~frf, in either case the accusa-· 
tive being used. 
(c) The examples quoted in (b) may also incident-
ally show that the nominatives of the personal pronouns-
are seldom used in both the languages. In either lan-
guage, again, they are used \vhen emphasis is required 
to be shown. Thus, H he says he is writing", when it is. 
without any emphasis, may be translated in Greek ~r;a-r 
)f(T~~flll simply, and R\1m ~ in Sanskrit, in either 
case the personal pronouns being omitted. On the other 
hand, "I gave the money to the man", \vhen there is 
empbasis on " I " is to be translated €y~ ~8U)I(O< 'To< XphP.X.TX. 
TctJ ~v8p~, and in Sanskrit also the 3i6 cannot be omitted. 
(d) It seenlS that it is to the above fact that the-
entire disappearance in Greek of the J..'v"'ol1zinatiz"'e of the 
third personal pronoun is due. Thus, there are properly 
speaking, no equivalents to H he, she, it" in Greek. In 
Sanskrit, 'we have equivalents for these ~: , ~T, 'ffet, and 
they can be used when required. 
(e) Speaking of the pronouns, \ve might next notice 
that eyw ill its declension takes double fornls viz : 
ft<l€, .«'€; ft<lOl!, j.).ov; fP.O~, j.).of in the Accusative, Geni .. · 
tive and Dative cases respectively. And in Sanskrit,. 
although there are other cases, such as the Instrumental, 
Ablative, and Locative, the pronoun ati, equivalent to the 
Greek fyOO, takes double forms \yhich are strikingly similar 
to the above only in the Accusative, Genitive and Dative. 
exactly as in Greek, viz: 
,.I 
;rt, m; i{Jf, it; Iftr, it 
(f) The next things to be noticed about these double 
forms are, that the first set of forms, viz: fj.).f, €,«ov, 
£,uo~ and ;fT, Jl'R' and ~ are more emphatic than the se-
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eond ; set of forms viz: ')Ai, ~OlJ, ~oiand-~, it and lr ; 
and that in either language, the latter' set of abbreviated 
forms are 'Dot grammatically allowed to come, -at the 
beginning of·sentences, or even at the beginning of 
any quarter of a verse; e. g. if rfl would not be alloW'ed 
at the beginning of a sentence. It has been again already 
oDseFved, 'while speaking of accents (§ 3), that all these 
shorter forms are enclitics and lose their accent in both 
languages. 
(g) Then again, in Sanskrit, the particles~, ij. 16 
cannot begin a sentence; siluilarly in Greek, their exact 
equivalents Tf, ~t, y~p, must also COlne second. 
(h) \Ve must also notice one or two striking dljfer-
ences bet\veen the usages of Greek and Sanskrit. In 
Sanskrit, the verb always agrees \vith its subject in num-
ber; thus a plural SUbject has a plural verb, and a sin-
gUiar SUbject a singular verb. In Greek, the usage is 
often revers·ed. A subject in the neuter plural takes 
very curiously a singular verb, except \vhtni living things 
are indicated; e. g. "the gifts are praised 11 must be trans-
lated T~ ~wpO( 'f7rO(WfLTO(t, \vhile" the children run" is to 
be translated T~ T€K1JO( TP€XOV(]"w. \Vhile, a singular collec· 
tive Iidun 111a), take a plutal verb as in English: thus, 
"the majority \~ot~d for \\rar" may be trahslated TiJ 
-7rA~OS h/'i'fJ(jJfa-O(VTO 7rOAf~ff.IJ. We tnay compare the Englfsh 
usage : (j Government are very sorty to learn this". 
(i) One luore difference may be noticed by way 
of illustration. In Greek, price and value are al ways 
expressed by the Genitive. il I value reputation highly" 
c is to De translated 8 JtO<ll 7rOAAOV TL~W, w'hile contrast 
'~ttRT l£~~ "~ ~et. ==" At what price was the book 
bought"? where the Instrumental is used. 
(j)In Greek, there are no corttpottrttls as -in Sans-
·krit. If we go back to the Vedn, 'we \vill find as fe"~ and 
~s simple cOlilpounds as p<:JSsible.lt is in the litter Sans-
krit that the compountis 'tlecOOle -more and more Hume· 
'1 [Sk. R. it a.) 
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. rous and rnore and lnore complex and we find such long 
strings of ,vords joined together as have been the parti-
cular characteristic of works like the Kadambarj. While 
the compounds have this virtue in them, that they 
enable writers to express themselves very briefly, they 
have also this grave defect that they impede the course of 
narration, by applying the brake every time and in gen-
eral dam the flow of prose. If not much prose is to 
be found in Sanskrit, it is to be attributed specially 
to the large importance attached to the use of com-
pounds. The compounds may be serviceable within a 
certain lhnit; but there is al\vays the danger that the 
limit may be passed, and the writer may produce " coh-
webs of learning, admirable for their fineness of struc-
ture, but of no substance and profit". 
It is very meet that Greek does not show compounds: 
it is better that a language should have no compounds, 
than that it should have cornpounds \vhich ,vould stop the 
progress of the language. Indeed t118se cOlupounds are 
not to be met with in any other language except possibly 
German, where ,ve occasionally meet with genitive 
and possessive cOlupounds. The reader \vill easily recall 
to mind such genitive cOlupounds in German as Friihlings-
lied=spring-song, where the {s' is retained, and may 
compare such cOlupounds \vith 'is''r~f1'~ cornpounds in 
Sanskrit like m'Ql:~: 
(k) But though, there are not tt:, ~#~{t1 and 
itiml" conlpounds in Greek, which form a peculiar fea ... 
ture of Sanskrit, we often meet Greek prepositions COIU-
pounded with verbs as in Sanskrit. But as we have seen, 
these prepositions are only of the nature of ad~verbs, 
and they always yield before the Augment or Redupli .. 
cation e. g. O'1Jv-~.AEYOIl and 7rPO(<T-Y~-YPo(rf>o(. Thus it is only 
incidentally that they have COllle to be C0111pounded with 
verbs, as they may also go with nouns and pro-nouns 
(~qq:q;fttr). That they are only contingently attached to 
verbs may be seen from the fact that even \vhen they go 
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along with verbs, they govern the very case of the nouns, 
which they would have governed if they had not been 
attached to the nouns; e. g. in llo<pel(o,<J.t~oIlTO T~II'ITo(A~O( .. 
we find the Accusative, which ,ve would have found if 
the preposition had been used alone. Again, we find in 
Greek as in Sanskrit, that particular prepositions must 
al ways govern particular cases. Thus, €(~ nlust take 
Accusative, 1(0<70<. Genitive or Accusative, and 7rep; Geni-
tive, Dative, or Accusative. Similarly 3VT takes Accusa-
tive, m A.ccusative and Ablative, and -~r Accusative 
Instrulnental or A.blative. But there is a special use of 
prepositions in Sanskrit which rnust be noticed. When 
they go along with verbs, they often change the voice 
of the verb altogether, as has been already pointed 
out; we cannot, for example, say ",,"j-e'&f(ii. And in such 
cases, they cannot be put apart £ron1 the verbs. In all 
other cases, we find the preposition used apart from the 
verb, very often in the Veda (cf. (1 .. Igfi:t .. 'ij('l'1\P) but 
very rarely in classical Sanskrit, especially when the 
preposition has once been acknowledged as an orga~ic 
part of the cOlupound verb. 
(2) We now come to SOine important matters. We 
have seen th9.t there is an Inlperfect, two Perfects, and 
two Aorists in Greek, corresponding to an Imperfect, two 
Perfects, and 3 ( \Vhitney ) or 7 (orth .. odox) Aorists in 
Sanskrit. Now when any langu'\ge h:13 so many different 
tenses to express merely the pastness of an action, it is 
natural that the granlmarian's 11lind should ,vo.rk on 
these and find out subtle differences. Now in both langu-
ages, we find the Perfect used exactly in the same sense: 
that of cOlnpleted action: 11 I have come". But both 
languages find out subtle differences in the use of the Im-
perfect and the Aorist. Greek distinguishes th) Iluperfect 
from the Aorist, the first signifying the non-fulfilment of 
an action: "I was coming"; the second showing the 
immediate fulfilment of it : it I came". When this fulfil-
ment itself becomes a matter of the past, and some tinle 
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h~,.,el~P8~ a(t~f it, we hav,e th~ Perfect. San$kri.t dis:-.. 
t~gg\!j~~e.s ~4~> Iuu~~rfectfrom the AOfi~, in almost. the'. 
S~W;~ w~y., the. first sho\villg a matt.er of yesterda.y/ 
(3liif"nd~if~-n) e. g. ~,,~~: m:i;ci-, the second show-
ing t\ n~atter. of to-day (at~. ·w~ tf~) e. g. !lH'~' q-rati-
~<i'pr"",. \Vhen SOUle tin1t~ has elapsed· after this, we hav..e.-
in S4,llskfit al~o, the right of using the Pe-ffect (q-tr~ fi;f~) 
e. cg. ~T ~"+im .... -
But thQu~h, in Sanskrit, such subtle distinctions-were 
m~deby.graltlmaTiarts, ,vaat we find in actual use is a 
promiscuo.us huddling. up of the tenses. They ha·ve· all 
be~_n supposed to be exchangeable with one anotherfol' 
aU practical. purposes. Nay, even the Sanskrit past 
P'!ltici.p\e can take. tme place of any of these, and Sans-' 
k~it writeIs are generally found to use the past particillle . 
iI\ pr~ierence to any of the tenses, the principal reason' 
bei~g that it is formed more easily, and more easil y 
r~me~beied. 
(j) Next, we must proceed to explain certain verbal 
forms in Sanskrit, which often cause confusion to a Greek 
Scholar. Let us consider the following forms ;-
~~ 'lff ~ftJl'{:{ ~- tfr'tt 
Present p~rtj- Past parti- Perfect pa.rti- Infinitive : Ahsolu-
ciple: goin!! ciple: gone ciple : has gone to go tive.:~ 
having gone: 
To the first corresp1nds the prestlnt participl~ 
in ~reek e. g. A~(,c)1I ; to the second, the Ao.rist participle 
A{;a:c.:.~ ; to the tqifd f the perfect participle ~€AVKoo.,,; to the~ 
£our~h, the !Gr~k Infinitive,; but jor the last, the. Absolu-. 
title, we fun.'-e no paKallel jOrll1atio.n in Gree&; it may be 
exp~esse~ ~ithyr by the present par·ticiple., or tnote, gram-
mat~~l1y, llY the. p~rf·ect p~ftic.iple. 
(4) We must make a note of the Greek and Sans-
krit Intimtive.s. While the Greek Infinitive has often the 
seQ.~ .. of a ver·bal.noun and caR be used both as subject 
and· Qhject oIa vCfb, the Sanskrit Infinitive can be very' 
rarily: useaJn this way. ; more ofte'n than not, it is flot 
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used .. in this way. For exall1ple, while we have ~8~7rOAAO~~ 
~X8pot~ EX€tlI; = is it pleasant to have ll1any enemies?, 
and fJo~AeTO(L ,..ot~ 7roAiTo(~ 1T'OAe,uL/(ov~ dUo(l = he wishes the 
citizens to be warlike, the Sanskrit Infinitive has always 
a dative sense, and therefore, cannot be used as subject' 
or object; e. g. qR'm-$iffl~f ~~ ~ ~~~w.:rr( hefe ~~.!:! in 
order to conquer ). But i~ we hunt - down the Sanskfit 
usages, we can sonletimes alight on such constr-uctions: 
;r ¥~ atm$t ~nliq,~'1 n~=" It is not proper to kick 
the As' oka tree with the left foot", where the- sense of 
ffTWfq~ is that of subject; and .... ~vrifq~~'"iF~'lfT~~" 
~iJ'~=q 0 best- of self .. controlled. men, you do not, 
deserve to fall a prey to grief like an ordinar.y InlU1 U 
'where ~ has the sense of an Object. But this usejs rare 
in Sanskrit. It may, however, be rememb.ered that. when" 
the Infinitive is used in the sense ofa SUbject in Gr~ek, it 
may be preceded by the neuter article. (thus clea~ly 
showing that it is treated. as a verbal noun), bu~ the, ,: 
article must not be prefixed when used in the sense ·of an 
• \ ()' , , l ' d'ffi 1 object, e. g. TO fJ.O<II o<VfLV Xo<Af7rOV €<TTtlI= to lear.n IS 1 ell ,t; 
a Udfjo{,Af70(L- fA()fl V = he wishes· to go. 
(5) It m~y also be noticed tha,t there is a great 
similarity in Greek and Sanskrit in the treatment of nega· 
tives. The Greek words to express negations are f.l~ and 
o~ the Sanskrit are m and;r. ,ut} is exactly the same as 
Jrf, not tuerely in its form, but also in its use. It is very 
curious to observe that the proper use ot fJ.;] and JfT in 
both languages is with the I,nperative and SubJunctive, 
while that of OI, anq. ;r is wit h the Indicative; but while 
the genius of the Greek language \vould extend the use 
of ,uh with Optatives expressing a wish, and with Sub-
stantival Infinitives, Sanskrit would extend the use of 1fT to 
the Optative and Future in the sense of ' lest', and with 
!l)e present participle to express a 'curse '. On the whole, 
th~ us~ of the two particles is exceedingly similar. Scholars 
in 'either language may reenll instances "T.here ,u~ and-' 
m are used in the senses above indicated. 
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We 'may however note one pecu1irlr use of the parti-
cles. They are both used with the Aorist Subjunctive in 
the sense of Imperative; the use of 1fT in this sense is 
only to be found in the Veda, as the Subjunctive exists 
only there; (with the simple Aorist, however, its use is 
common enough in classcia,l literature, cf. 1fT m~. sndiSa-r 
~,!(A."1: ~: ~:). For example, m ~t~ and '«:7 KA.~"'1JS 
TOln-O T;' .:c.pyi'pwJ} both express prohibition, and have the 
sense of Imperative. 
(6) We have next to notice the peculiarities of 
Indirect construction in the two languages. In Greek, 
the particle used to signify Indirect construction is ~Tt 
corresponding exactly to the Sanskrit particle ~,which 
is also used to signify Indirect construction. But w'e may 
notice the following differences :-
. (a) In Greek, the Indirect construction can very 
often be brought about by the help of the mere Infini· 
tive; in Sanskrit the particle {fit is necessary. 
(b) In Greek, the particle gTt precedes the verb 
reported; in Sanskrit, it must follow it. Thus H he says 
that he is writing "i5 to be translated in Greek A€yel 
gTt yp~~et, and in Sanskrit qf%" ~~r%, ~T' preceding 
),pb<.<t>el, and ~fit following ~(Cllrl. Compare also ~mm q(?J " ... tt. 
(c) In Greek, after prilnary verbs, the mood and 
tense of the verb reported is retained; \vhile after se-
condary verbs, it may either be retained or changed to 
the corresponding tense of the optative mood. In Sans-
krit, it must always be retained. Thus," he says that he 
wrote" is to be translated in Greek Afyft ~Tt ~ypO("'elll and 
in Sanskrit ~ ~~fcf the original tense being re-
tained. While, '( he said that he was writing" = he said 
" I am writing" 
= either t"AfYHI gTl ypJ..rpOl } 
" ~ = or f"Aeyell OTt Y po<cpel 
and = ater~i! W,(CIIRmt, the original tense being 
retained in Sanskrit, but being optionally changed in, 
Greek.' 
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(d) Lastly, it may be noticed that the person re .. 
ported also changes in Greek but not in Sanskrit. Thus, 
from the last two examples, we can see 
4). ~I h Od h' .. H fl\fyfV 07L ypcl..CPfl = e sal :" e IS wntlng . 
~~ ijJ~wn:frfn = he said: " I am writing" 
(7) One more striking usage may be noticed, 
before we finish the subject of Syntax. This is the 
phenomenon known as the Genitive Absolute in both 
Greek and Sanskrit. \Ve have seen that there is no Locs.-
tive in Greek: hence, there is not also in Greek, what is 
called in Sanskrit grammar, tha Locative Absolute. But 
the Greek Genitive Absolute performs the functions 
of both the Genitive and the Locative Absolutes in Sans-
krit. Hence, one need not be sorry not to find the 
Locative Absolute in Greek. The Genitive .Absolute 
then in Greek has principally the following two senses :-
(a) the sense of" although", "in spite of"; 
it Although many soldiers were present, nothing was being 
d " 11 '"'I ,.", ~, " I one = 7rO"'l\u)l1 (1"7 Pcl..7l00700 If 7r'cl..pOI/T(~)lI OUOEI' f7(pcl..a"a"fTO. n 
this sense, the Greek Genitive Absolute is identical with 
the Sanskrit Genitive Absolute :-1( Notwithstanding that 
Rakshasa was looking on, the Nandas were slaughtered 
like beasts" =~: ~ ~ ~ffl': ~qffi U~(1~ I 
Cb) the sense of" when" :-"\vhen the victory was 
announced, the citizens rejoiced" = T~S 1';101~ J.YYfA8e;(T~S, 
oc 1'{OA.(Tcl..t ~Xcl..tpOlI. In this sense, the Greek Genitive Ab-
solute is identical with the Sanskrit Locative Absolute :-
" when thou art king, how can evil befall the sub. 
· t"?..... • ~~~ Jee s = ~ ~1iC¥;q tl~ q\it 1'1 Ill:: l 
§ 11 eonelusion. 
Anyone ,vho has follo\ved us throughout the dis-
cussion of the points of grammar hitherto treated must 
be struck by the great resemblances which the two langu-
ages show. There have.'been indeed differences; and we 
have been careful to note these along with the resemblances. 
.It is-impossible to argue or to prove that any two langu-
::ages in the \vorld· a.re entirely identical: in fa C.t , they 
would, in such a case, cease to be two languages.·., Our 
treatment bas been entirely genetic, at the same 
.time it has been critical. We have al\\Tays inquired 
into the genesis of gralnmatical usage, and have often 
tried to she,v ho,v anypa,rticular usage stands to reason. 
The comparative treatillent of Greek and Sanskrit uncler-
. mken in this-essay \vill not fail to iInpress the reader that 
. Greek and ·Sanskrit are by 110 means less similar than 
Greek and Latin. This was the point that we wanted to 
prove. A comparative granlmar, in extenso, of Greek 
and -Sanskrit remains to be written. Let -us hope that 
anybddy w'ho undertakes the task ,viII find at least some 
things in this essay \yhich \yill be helpful to him. YR e 
. -"b~lieve 've -have for the first tilne drawn Ollt at great! engt h 
the striking" analugies of .Accents a'nd Conjugations in 
Greek and Sanskrit. 
But it is not seldom that people look askance at the 
philologist. The resemblances which he sho,,·s are sup posed 
to-'be 'merely accidental; the differences which he may 
,point out are supposed to be vital. In spite of such 
'~atlSure, :we 111ay say that it is the philologist alone who 
can do some useful \vork in illuminating the pages 6f 
ancient history, no record of \vhich is left to us except 
mere language. He brings to light the history ,vhich 
renlains shrouded in language, and thus the philologer· is 
the exponent of the customs and luanners of nations, of 
which history proper has nothing to tell. 
The most important service, ,however,' which Com-
parative Philology has done to the cause of research has 
been to show the COlnmo}t origin of nations and languages, 
.so far removed in these davsas Greek and Indian. The 
- . 
'.striking shnilarities in language exhibited by Greek' and 
, Sanskrit, for example, cannot be explained except on the 
hypothesis of cotnlU0norigin. (I) The plagiari;~1n theory 
.. !>fDugald Stewart 'need 'only-be luentioned to 1Jc. 'fe~llted. 
voL i, no. 2.] Ranade: Greek and Sanskrit. 
(2) The theory of independent parallelism, though applic-
able in part to p hilosop hy, can hardly be supposed to suit 
the similarities of the languages. (3) The theory of occasional 
contact, \vherever that might have been, ill Alexandria, 
Babylon, Bactria, or the Punjab, might serve to explain 
only a fe\v similarities of vocabulary as (J"bt.VT-xA.ov and ~, 
(]"LV8~v and Satin, 'Ioc:F wv and ~~t;, 8poc:XJ.,t~ and ~", 8l~/.l€TPOV 
and ~rfir:r,. but does not touch the grammatical substruc-
ture of the languages. (4) It is to the credit of Comparative 
Philology that it first sho'wed beyond dispute, that the great 
similarities of many of the ludo-European languages can 
not be explained except on the hypothesis of a prolonged 
and continued COmlTIOn stay together of the nations, which 
seem to have now parted for ever. Thus it reinforces 
from an altogether different standpoint the conclusion of 
C01nmon origin reached by Geologic and Vedic scholars. 
Philology may be laughed at by those \vho pride them ... 
selves on their absolute ignorance of languages: those who 
do know languages can not consistently deny the histori .. 
cal in1portance of philology: while those who may newly 
take to the study of the different languages will begin 
to see things in a new perspective, and to quote the 
words of Charles V, with every new-learnt language, 
they may even" win a new soul."· 
* It is to the great credit of the Aryabhushan Press that they I of all the 
Indian presses, have achieved the feat of casting Greek type for this article for 
the first time in India. When no other press could offer Greek type, the 
Aryabhushan voluntarily undertook to cast entirely new type-a matter which i. 
extremely creditable to them.-R. D. R. 
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